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GUY  WARNER
Winchcombe based artist Guy draws much inspiration from the railway art of the inter war

years recreating its distinctive style in colourful depictions of the Cotswolds countryside

My artistic process begins when I set off along a footpath, leaving the town
behind me and entering the lush, green embrace of nature.

A move to the Cotswolds in my twenties, and this newfound opportunity to
loose myself in greenery, cemented my fascination with the rural landscape.
One remarkable feature of the Cotswolds is that it is often possible to find a
view where the modern, industrial world is absent so the imagination can take
hold and one’s sense of time is lost.

As I walk I take photographs which will later act as sketches as I interpret them
in the studio. This reflects a certain impatience in me; often not content with
sitting in one place and absorbing the scene slowly I would rather keep moving
in the hope of discovering something new around the next corner.

I like to explore the relationship between the hard lines of the manmade, in the
form of tracks and buildings, and the billowing softness of vegetation on an ever
expanding scale, from cow parsley heads through shrubs and trees to towering
clouds. The link between these natural forms is of great interest to me; the way
sheep reflect clouds and clouds mirror trees and the umbels of cow parsley,
hogweed and wild carrot have echoes of all three.

My colour palette has been influenced by diverse sources starting in France with
the impressionists, post impressionists and fauves. My style, however, has been
most influenced by the continuation of the above movements in the British art
scene, most notably the Bloomsbury Group and the various poster artists of the
1920s and 30s.

The way nature dominates a scene and seemingly threatens to overtake
manmade elements is also of central importance to me. This quality can be seen
in the railway poster art of the 1930s where the grandeur of nature is
paramount and the trains and railways themselves are relegated to minor details
or absent entirely from the scene.

This theme of predominant nature is also crucial in the pastoral and romantic
traditions in British art and I see my work as a continuation of this thread, taking
further inspiration from artists such as Samuel Palmer and Paul and John Nash.

In line with the romantic tradition my paintings occupy a space between reality
and the fantasy world I inhabit when out walking, where nature threatens to
overtake the human world, rather than the other way around. I will edit out
details such as road signs or electricity pylons as they clutter a scene, although I
do not entirely see this as harking back to times past. I feel that whilst I am not
representing the modern world with all the details exactly as they are I am still
giving my interpretation of rural England as it is in the here and now.

A final and crucial aim of my work is to try and recreate the sense of excitement
and discovery I get when I head off down a new path. I want the viewer to feel
they could walk into the painting and experience the freedom and joy I feel
when I am out in nature.
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THE  ROAD  THROUGH  THE  VILLAGE

(UPPER  SLAUGHTER)

62 x 62 CMS   (51 x  51 CMS)

£850

STORM  OVER  CLEEVE  COMMON

50 x 49 CMS   (51 x 41 CMS)

£695

THE  CHURCH  AT  HAILES

62 x 62 CMS   (51 x 51 CMS)

£850
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SUMMER  ROAD
39 x 39 CM   (30 x 30 CM)

£450

TOWARDS  BREDON  HILL
39 x 39 CM   (30 x 30 CM)

£450

ALL OTHERS

29  x  29  CM

(20 x 20 CM)

£255

TOWARDS  WATERHATCH GREEN  LANE  THROUGH

MAY  BLOSSOM

WINCHCOMBE

CHIMNEYS

HAILES  STREET

WINCHCOMBE

COW  PARSLEY

PATH


